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To characterize the subsurface structure of the damage zones caused by the 2010–2011 Canterbury earthquake
sequence in New Zealand's South Island, we installed two short linear seismic arrays; Array 1 across the
Greendale Fault (GF) surface rupture and Array 2 over the surface projection of the blind Port Hills Fault (PHF)
that ruptured in the 2010 M7.1 Darfield and 2011 M6.3 Christchurch earthquakes, respectively. We recorded
853 aftershocks for ~4 months after the Christchurch earthquake. Fault-zone trapped waves (FZTWs) identified
at Array 1 for aftershocks occurring on both the GF and the PHF show that the post-S durations of these FZTWs
increase as focal depths and epicentral distances from the array increase, suggesting an effective low-velocity
waveguide formed by severely damaged rocks existing along the GF and PHF at seismogenic depths. Locations
of aftershocks generating prominent FZTWsdelineates the subsurfaceGF rupture extending eastward as bifurcat-
ing blind fault segments an additional ~5–8 km beyond the mapped ~30-km surface rupture into a zone with
comparably lower seismic moment release west of the PHF rupture which extends westward to within 5.3 ±
1 km of the subsurface GF. The propagation of FZTW through the intervening ‘gap’ indicates moderate GF–PHF
structural connectivity. We interpret this zone as a fracture mesh reflecting the interplay between basement
faults and stress-aligned microcracks that enable the propagation of PHF-sourced FZTWs into the GF damage
zone. Simulations of observed FZTWs suggest that the GF rupture zone is ~200–250-m wide, consistent with
the surface deformation width. Velocities within the zone are reduced by 35–55% with the maximum reduction
in the ~100-m-wide damage core zone correspondingwith surface and shallow subsurface evidence for discrete
fracturing. The damage zone extends down to depths of ~8 km or deeper, consistent with hypocentral locations
and geodetically-derived fault models.

© 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Major crustal faults are typically composed of complex sets of slip
planes, which are influenced by the presence of fault gouge and fluid
and exhibit deformation that ranges from steady to stick slip (Scholz,
1990; Sibson, 2000). Many observations suggest that fault zone com-
plexity may segment faults (Aki, 1984; Beck and Christensen, 1991; Li
et al., 2002, 2003;Malin et al., 1989) or control the spatial and temporal
variations of moment release in earthquakes (e.g. Harris and Day, 1993;
Oglesby et al., 2003; Wald and Heaton, 1994). Geometrical, structural,
and rheological fault discontinuities caused by spatial and temporal var-
iations in strength and stress will also affect the earthquake rupture
(e.g., Blanpied et al., 1992; Das and Aki, 1997; Ellsworth, 1990; Rice,
1992; Vidale et al., 1994). Rupture segments are often related to fault
bends, step-overs, branches, and terminations that have been recog-
nized by surface mapping (e.g., Johnson et al., 1994; Sieh et al., 1993),
exhumation of fault rocks (e.g., Chester et al., 1993), or by seismic
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profiling and tomography (e.g., Thurber et al., 2004, 2006; Michelini
and McEvilly, 1991; Michael and Eberhart-Phillips, 1991).

Intense fracturing during earthquakes, brecciation, liquid-saturation
and possibly high pore-fluid pressure near faults have been thought to
create low-velocity zones withwidths ranging from a few hundredme-
ters to a few kilometers (Mooney and Ginzburg, 1986). These naturally
formed low-velocity zones can efficiently trap seismic waves generated
by earthquakes occurring within or close to them and are thus called
fault-zone trapped waves (FZTWs). Since FZTWs arise from coherent
multiple reflections and corresponding high reflection coefficients at
the boundaries between the low-velocity fault zone and the high-
velocity surrounding rock, these waves are characterized by large am-
plitudes and dispersive wavetrains (Ben-Zion, 1998; Li and Leary,
1990; Li and Vidale, 1996; Li et al., 1990). Therefore, FZTWs can be
used to resolve the high-resolution intra-fault structures and continuity
of rupture zones as well as their temporal variations at seismogenic
depths. The size andmagnitude of the low-velocity anomalies on active
faults as well as their variations in seismic velocity over the earthquake
cycle have been observed in previous studies at the San Andreas fault at
Parkfield, and rupture zones of the 1992 M7.4 Landers–1999 M7.1
Hector Mine, California earthquakes (Ellsworth and Malin, 2011;
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Fig. 1. (a) Epicenter locations for ML ≥ 3.0 events from 4 September 2010 to 10 February
2013 (data fromwww.geonet.org.nz). Projected surface locations ofmajor faults in yellow
(Beavan et al., 2012; Elliott et al., 2012) and location of mapped surface ruptures in red
(Quigley et al., 2010, 2012). GF — Greendale Fault. PHF — Port Hills Fault. The NNW-
striking fault north of the GF is a sinistral fault proposed by fault-zone trappedwaves, con-
sistentwith Segment 6 in the slipmodel of Elliott et al. (2012). Locations of Arrays 1 and 2
are as shown. Focal mechanism solutions for selected earthquakes as shown are from
Sibson et al. (2011) and Bannister and Gledhill (2012). We use the GeoNet Regional Cen-
troid Moment Tensor solution for the Darfield earthquake (Darfield CMT) (http://www.
geonet.org.nz/resources/earthquake/). Focal mechanisms indicate a variety of faulting,
generally characterized by dextral strike–slip on E–Woriented faults (e.g., Darfield earth-
quake), sinistral strike–slip on NNW-oriented faults (e.g., 13 June earthquake), reverse
slip on NE–SW oriented faults (area west of GF), normal slip on NW–SE oriented faults,
and dextral-reverse slip on ENE-oriented faults (e.g., 22 Feb Christchurch earthquake).
Focal mechanisms indicate that all of these fault types are present in the structurally com-
plex area between the GF and PHF, although strike–slip faulting ismost prevalent. (b) Ae-
rial photograph of the GF surface rupture taken from a helicopter on 13 September 2010
after the 4 September 2010 Darfield earthquake. View is towards the south. Location of
surface rupture is delineated by the ‘surface fracturing zone’, which consists primarily of
en-echelon NW–SE and WNW–ESE trending Riedel fractures and E–W trending Y frac-
tures, and a broader zone of distributed deformation referred to as the ‘surface folding
zone’ (Quigley et al., 2012). Locations of Array 1 center station (GD4) and Stage 1 end
points (GD1 and GD6) as shown, Stage 2 (extended array) end points are outside of the
view of the photograph while stations GNW01 and GSE02 of the extended array are
shown. (c) Photograph of excavation into the Greendale Fault ‘surface fracturing zone’
and within 10 m of the Array 1 center station. View is towards the east. Discrete fracture
zone indicated by presence of surface fissures can be traced into the bottom of the exca-
vation at N 3 m depth. Near bottom of trench, tectonically imbricated cobbles in the
fault zone (inset) result from fault slip and resultant cobble rotation. Similar cobble rota-
tions are likely to occur throughout the GF fracture zone.
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Korneev et al., 2003; Li and Malin, 2008; Li and Vidale, 2001; Li et al.,
1998, 2003, 2004, 2012a, b; Vidale and Li, 2003; Wu et al., 2010).

The 2010–2011 Canterbury earthquake sequence (CES) in New
Zealand's South Island includes the 4 September 2010 Mw7.1 Darfield
earthquake and three subsequent earthquakes greater than ML6.0
(Fig. 1a), most notably the 22 February 2011 Mw 6.2 (ML6.3) Christ-
church earthquake that caused 185 fatalities, along with extensive lique-
faction and co-seismic rock fall. All of these earthquakes occurred on
previously unknown faults. The initiating 4 September 2010 Mw7.1
Darfield earthquake was a complex event, beginning at ca. 10.7 km
depthon a steep reverse fault (Gledhill et al., 2011) and involving the rup-
ture of 7–8 fault segments including E–Wstriking right-lateral faults, NE-
striking reverse faults, NNW-striking left-lateral faults, and NW-striking
normal right-lateral faults (Fig. 1a) (Beavan et al., 2012; Elliott et al.,
2012). The largestmoment release, as indicated from the GeoNet Region-
al CMT focal mechanism solution (http://www.geonet.org.nz/resources/
earthquake/), and teleseismic analyses (USGS, http://earthquake.usgs.
gov; Global CMT, http://www.globalcmt.org/) is consistent with the
right-lateral rupture of the Greendale Fault (GF; equivalent to a Mw6.9–
7.0 earthquake). Rupture of the GF produced a 29.5±0.5 km long surface
rupture (Barrell et al., 2011; Quigley et al., 2010, 2012) across a low relief
Late Pleistocene alluvial plain (Forsyth et al., 2008).Maximumdextral dis-
placements exceeded 5.2 m and maximum vertical displacements
exceeded 1.5 m, and average net displacements along the fault length
were 2.5 m. GF surface deformation was typically characterized by a
~50–150 m wide zone of distributed folding (Van Dissen et al., 2011)
with an internal zone of discrete surface fracturing that ranges in width
from 5 to 50 m (Fig. 1b). Major surface fractures with ≥ 30–50 cm slip
were traced into the subsurface using offset sedimentary horizons and
clast imbrications in the faulted gravels (Fig. 1c). Maximum subsurface
slip was concentrated at depths of 2–6 km (Beavan et al., 2012) and
may have exceeded 7 m over a strike length of ~7–8 km (Elliott et al.,
2012). The combined subsurface GF length is inferred to be ~48 km
(Beavan et al., 2012). The inferred rupture extents of other blind faults
(Fig. 1) that ruptured in the Darfield earthquake range from 0.5–1 km
depth (Beavan et al., 2012), suggesting that rupture likely ceased near
the base of the Pliocene (~1 km) or Quaternary (~0.5 km) sedimentary
deposits (Jogens et al., 2012). The Pliocene sequence is variably underlain
by a 1–2 km thick package of Late Cretaceous to Neogene sedimentary
and volcanic rocks and Mesozoic greywacke bedrock at seismogenic
depths where major Canterbury earthquake sequence events initiated.
Preliminary investigations of the GF suggest recurrence intervals of sur-
face rupturing earthquakes on the order of 15–20 kyrs or longer, suggest-
ing long time intervals over which interseismic fault annealing can occur.
The GF is interpreted to be an inherited Cretaceous fault, based on paral-
lelismwith other known Cretaceous rift faults both onshore and offshore
(Davy et al., 2012), and has become active in themodern tectonic regime
due to progressive translation towards the rapidly deforming part of the
Pacific–Australian plate boundary in New Zealand.

Following the 2010 M7.1 Darfield earthquake, aftershock activity
was particularly concentrated at the eastern end of the GF in a 10
× 10 kmarea (Fig. 1). Earthquake focal mechanisms in this area indicate
a complex regime predominated by sinistral ‘tear faulting’ on ~NNW-
striking sub-vertical faults and dextral strike slip on E–Wstriking faults,
with minor normal faulting on ~NW–SE striking faults and reverse-
oblique faulting on ~NE–SW striking faults (Fig. 1a; Bannister and
Gledhill, 2012; Sibson et al., 2011). Approximately 6 months after the
Darfield earthquake, the 22 February 2011Mw6.2 (ML6.3) Christchurch
earthquake occurred,with an epicenter approximately 40 kmeast of the
Darfield earthquake epicenter (Fig. 1a). The Christchurch earthquake
involved the rupture of 2–3 blind faults, henceforth referred to as the
Port Hills Fault (PHF) system with reverse and right-lateral displace-
ments (Fig. 1a; Beavan et al., 2012). The inferred tops of other blind
faults were ~ 0.5 km depth below the surface, suggesting rupture termi-
nation inMiocene volcanic rocks. Maximum co-seismic slip was 2.5–3.0
m at depths of 4–6 km (Beavan et al., 2012; Elliott et al., 2012). The 13
June 2011 Mw6.0 (ML6.4) earthquake likely involved an intersecting
ENE-striking reverse-right lateral fault and NW-striking left-lateral
fault with the deep rupture extending upward to ~1 km depth below
the surface andmaximum subsurface slip of b 1m (Beavan et al., 2012).
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Fig. 2. (a) Hypocentral Locations of 853 aftershocks recorded at Array 1 and Array 2 (marked by blue bars) across the GF surface rupture (red line) and the surface projection (dashed
brown line) of the blind PHF rupture are shown in a 3-D volume beneath Canterbury Plains. Red asterisks with blue circles denote aftershocks occurring within the GF surface rupture.
Red asterisks without circles denote the PHF rupture segment. Prominent FZTWs were generated by these aftershocks and recorded at Array 1. Green pluses denote aftershocks for
which no significant FZTWs were recorded at our two arrays. Stars denote the 2010 M7.1 Darfield mainshock, the 2011 M6.3 Christchurch earthquake and the 13 June 2011 M6
(ML6.4) aftershock. Six black diamonds denoteM≥ 5 aftershocks recorded at our arrays. Black squares denote cities and towns in the study area. (b) Map view of epicenters of the after-
shocks recorded at Array 1 (marked red diamond), for which waveforms are shown in this article. Blue and red circles denote aftershocks occurring within GF rupture zone (marked by a
blue band) and PHF rupture zone (marked by a red band), respectively, that generate significant FZTWs recorded at Array 1. Purple circles denote aftershocks occurring in the fault step-
over zone. Green circles denote aftershocks without significant FZTWs. These aftershocks are numbered in order of waveform examples shown in Figs. 3 to 11 (Table 1).
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The Christchurch earthquake and other earthquakes following the
Darfield earthquake are forthwith referred to as aftershocks based on
statistical merit (Shcherbakov et al., 2012). The close temporal coinci-
dence of these major earthquakes on faults that either intersect (PHF
and June earthquake source) or are separated by distances of ≤10–
15 km (GF and PHF) raises important questions about fault damage
zone characteristics, fault geometries, and crustal structure in the inter-
vening areas. In this paper we use FZTWs to characterize the subsurface
GF fault damage zone, image the blind segment of a PHF rupture zone
and investigate crustal structure between these major faults (i.e. the
seismic gap), in order to evaluate GF–PHF ‘connectivity’with relevance
for understanding fault evolution and earthquake potential in this area.

2. Data and waveform analyses

We installed two 250-m-long seismic arrays, each array consisting
of 6 three-component seismometers with 50-m station spacing,
to record FZTWs generated by aftershocks in the Canterbury region for
~4 months starting from 5 May 2011 (Fig. 1a). Array 1 was installed
as a straight line of PASSCAL REFTEK130 instruments perpendicularly
across the surface rupture on the central GF on the northern side of
Highfield Road (hereafter the GF site) where the right-lateral slip of
4.5 m and vertical slip of 1.6 m along the GF were measured after the
2010 Darfield earthquake (Fig. 1b and c) (Barrell et al., 2011; Quigley
et al., 2012). The center station of Array 1 was located at latitude of
S43°35.649′, and longitude of E172°13.141′. The length of Array 1
encompassed both the zone of surface fracturing and a broader zone
of distributed folding associated with GF displacement (Fig. 1b). Array
2 was installed near the suburb Cashmere in Christchurch (henceforth
PHF site) and located at the approximate surface projection of the after-
shock zone along the blind PHF which ruptured in the 2011 Christ-
church earthquake but did not create a surface rupture (Bannister
et al., 2011; Kaiser et al., 2012). The center station of Array 2was located
at latitude of S43°34.887′, and longitude of E172°35.720′. In the later

image of Fig.�2
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stage of our experiment starting fromAugust 23, we removed 6 stations
from Array 2 and added them into Array 1 at the GF site (Fig. 1b) to ex-
tend the full length of Array 1 to 950 m. The data recorded at Array 1
with the longer array length help us to better determine the width of
low-velocity rupture zone on the GF site and distinguish FZTWs from
surface waves. At each station, a PASSCAL REFTEK130 recorder with
GPS powered by a deep-cycle battery charged with solar panel and a
L22 2-Hz sensor was installed. The three-components of the sensor
are vertical, parallel and perpendicular to the fault line. The seismome-
ters recorded in continuous mode at 100 samples per second and were
synchronized by internal GPS clocks. We recorded approximately 850
aftershocks during ~4 months at two arrays in our experiment, includ-
ing the June 13th MW6 (ML6.4) aftershock and six M ≥ 5 aftershocks
(see Fig. 2a).

Since rocks along the GF and the PHF rupture zones experienced se-
vere damage and meter-scale displacements during rupture in the
Darfield and Christchurch earthquakes, the fault zone forms an effective
low-velocity waveguide to trap seismicwaves.We examinedwaveform
data recorded at Array 1 and Array 2 for 853 aftershocks and identified
FZTWs for study of subsurface damage structure associated with the
2010–2011 Canterbury earthquake sequence. The data recorded at
Array 1 in general show good signal-to-noise ratio (N5) because the
site is located on a quiet rural road with minimal traffic. Fig. 2a exhibits
hypocenters of these 853 aftershocks occurring at different depths and
epicentral distances from our seismic arrays under the Canterbury
Plains. Locations of these aftershocks come from the earthquake catalog
of New Zealand GEONET. Fig. 2b shows locations of the aftershocks for
which waveforms are shown in examples in this article.

Fig. 3a and b show seismograms recorded at the 950-m-long
extended-length Array 1 for two aftershocks occurring at 7–8-km
depths on the GF and PHF, respectively, with epicentral distances of
~10-kmwest and ~45-kmeast of the array site. Locations of these after-
shocks are shown in Fig. 2b and Table 1. We observed large-amplitude
and long-duration wavetrains immediately after S-arrivals at stations
in a range of ~200-m across the GF surface trace while shorter
wavetrains were registered at stations farther away from this range.
We measured post-S durations of FZTWs to be ~3.3-s and ~8-s, in
which amplitudes of FZTWs at stations GD3, GD4, and GD5 located
within the surface fracturing and folding zone (Fig. 1b) are above
twice the level of the background noise coda, for these two aftershocks.
Spectral amplitudes of seismograms consistently show ~3.3-s and ~8-s
post-S durations of FZTWs at station GD3within theDarfield/GF fractur-
ing zone, butmuch shorter post-S durations (~1.5-s and ~3.0-s) of post-
S wavetrains at station GNW02 450-m away from the GF surface trace
for two aftershocks. We interpret the post-S wavetrains characterized
by large amplitudes and long durations immediately following S-
arrivals at near-fault stations in a range of ~250-m across the GF to be
FZTWs trapped within the low-velocity rupture zone because they are
observed for aftershocks and stations both located within or close to
the fault zone. If these long wavetrains are surface waves propagating
Fig. 3. Parallel-component seismograms recorded at 9 stations of expanded Array 1 to 950-m f
tershock occurring on the easternmost portion of blind PHF ~45 kmeast of GF site. Latitudes, lon
trace of Greendale fault are shown in plot. Seismograms have been b8 Hz filtered and are wit
amplitudes and long post-Swavetrains at stations GD3, GD4, GD5, GD6 in the central portion (m
on-fault aftershocks showmuch longerwavetrains (~8-s post-S duration) than those (~3.3-s po
component seismograms at station GD3 are computed and normalized with the color code of
durations (marked by red bars at bottom) for the near aftershock on theGF in (a) and the distan
3.0-s time durations at the farther station GNW02 for these two on-fault aftershocks. (c) Vertic
pass filtered waveforms at 6 stations of the original Array 1 for a M2.5 aftershock and (d) for a
depths, respectively. The post-S durations of seismograms with large amplitudes and long wav
within the damage core zone that correspondswith the zone of surface fracturing and folding id
3 stations with the standard deviations of ±0.2 s and ±0.3 s, for the shallow and deep aftersho
station GD3 showing dominant FZTWs at frequencies 3–7 Hz in 1.8-s and 3.5-s time durations,
GD3 are also used for band-pass filtering in 5 frequency bands. The peak of envelopes denotes t
sion of FZTWs traveling faster at the lower frequency than at the higher frequency.
in the top layer, they should appear at all stations of Array, but not
only at stations within the rupture zone.

In our study, we identify significant FZTWs generating by after-
shocks within and close to the rupture zone based on a criteria: the
ratio of post-S duration time of FZTWs to the P-to-S time measured at
near-fault stations larger than 1.2.We set this ratio to satisfy a good con-
dition of FZTW excitation and propagation within the low-velocity rup-
ture zone. When this ratio is less than 1.2, we interpret that no
significant FZTWswere generated and recorded at Array 1 for the after-
shocks due to their locations away from the rupture zone or other rea-
sons. The measured ratios for the two aftershocks in Fig. 3a and b are
1.7 and 1.3 (refer to Table 1). We observe that FZTWs sourced from a
more distal aftershock (Fig. 3b) show longer wavetrains than those
from the more proximal aftershock (Fig. 3a), although the relationship
between the wavetrain length of FZTWs and their travel-distance
is not linear. These observations suggest the existence of an effective
low-velocity waveguide along the GF and PHF between Array 1 on the
GF and the distal aftershock on the PHF, but the waveguide trapping
efficiency may vary along multiple rupture segments and with depth.

In order to systematically document the subsurface damage zones
along the multiple faults that ruptured in the 2010–2011 Canterbury
earthquake sequence, we first examined aftershocks occurring around
the GF, and then around the PHF.

2.1. The FZTWs recorded for aftershocks along Darfield/Greendale rupture
zone

In this section, we illustrate the data recorded at Array 1 across the
central GF and results fromwaveform analyses for aftershocks occurring
on and off theGF at different depths and epicentral distances. Fig. 3c and
d exhibit seismograms at 6 stations of Array 1, waveform amplitude en-
velopes, normalized spectral energy and band-pass filtered waveforms
for twoM2.2–2.5 aftershocks occurring at depths of 5-km and 9-km, re-
spectively, within the Darfield/GF rupture zone with epicentral dis-
tances less than 4 km from the array site. The ray-paths between the
array and aftershocks are sub-vertical. Waveform amplitude envelopes
and spectra are computed using standard programs in Seismic Analysis
Code (SAC).Wemeasured durations of post-Swavetrain using a specific
moving window (1-s width with 0.1-s step) starting from S-arrivals, in
which amplitudes are above twice the level of the background noise
coda in the same window length starting at 3 times of the P-to-S
time from the S-arrival, resulting in ~1.8-s for the shallow aftershock
at 5-kmdepth and ~3.5-s for the deep aftershock at 9-kmdepth. The ra-
tios of post-S duration time to the P-to-S time for two aftershocks are 1.8
and 2.5, respectively (see Table 1). Spectral amplitudes of seismograms
recorded at station GD3 show dominant energy at 3–7 Hz in1.8-s and
3.5-s time durations after S-arrivals for these two on-fault aftershocks,
consistent with the post-S wavetrain lengthsmeasured bymovingwin-
dow method. We interpret the post-S wavetrains with relatively large
amplitudes and long durations immediately following S-arrivals
or (a) a M2.5 aftershock occurring on the GF ~10 kmwest of Array 1 site, and (b) a M5 af-
gitudes and focal depths of the aftershocks aswell as distances of stations from the surface
h a fixed amplitude scale in each cross-fault profile, showing FZTWs with relatively large
arked by a pair of vertical lines) of Array 1 across the GF. FZTWs generated bymore distal
st-S duration) generated by the nearer on-fault aftershock. Spectral amplitudes of vertical-
cool to hot ranging from 0 to 1, showing dominant FZTWs at 3–7 Hz in 3.3-s and 8-s time
t aftershock on the PHF in (b), respectively. In contrast, spectral amplitudes show 1.5-s and
al-component seismograms, amplitude envelopes, normalized spectral energy, and band-
M2.2 aftershock occurring within the GF rupture zone near Array 1 site at 5-km and 9-km
etrains (marked by a pair of vertical lines) at 3 central stations GD3, GD4 and GD5 located
entified infield investigations (Fig. 1b), aremeasured to be ~1.8-s and ~3.5-s on average at
cks, respectively. For example, spectral amplitudes of vertical-component seismograms at
consistent with themeasurements by waveformmovingwindow. Seismograms at station
he arrival of FZTWs with its group velocity at the specific frequency band, showing disper-
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(similar to those recorded at central stations of Array 1 shown in Fig. 3a
and b) most likely as being FZTWs generated by aftershocks occurring
within the low-velocity waveguide formed by severely damaged rocks
along the Darfield/GF rupture zone at seismological depths.

We then appliedfive narrowband-passfilterswith 1Hzbandat cen-
tral frequencies of 1.75, 2.5, 3.5, 4.5, 5.5 Hz for seismograms recorded at
station GD3 deployed on the surface trace of the GF at Array 1 site. The
amplitude envelope peak of band-pass filtered seismograms denotes
the arrival of dominant FZTWs at the specific frequency band. The
band-pass filtered seismograms show dispersion feature of FZTWs
with the higher group velocity at lower frequency owing to the con-
structive interference conditions of seismic waves within the low-
velocity waveguide. We derived group velocities of FZTWs from multi-
ple band-pass filtered seismograms for aftershocks occurring within
rupture zones and used them as constraints on waveguide velocities
in our model for rupture zone structure of the 2010–2011 Canterbury
earthquake sequence.

Fig. 4 shows seismograms recorded at Array 1 and waveform analy-
ses for the data from 6 on-fault aftershocks occurring along the central
GF site at depths between 7 km and 16.4 km, and 2 aftershocks



Table 1
Locations and Measurements of Aftershocks Numbered in Figures.

Label Date
2011/m/d

Latitude Longitude Depth
(km)

Mg Post-S duration
(second)

P-to-S Time
(second)

Ratio Figure

3a 09/01 −43.60 172.09 7.0 2.5 3.3 2.0 1.7 Fig. 3a
3b 09/01 −43.57 172.81 7.6 5.0 8.0 6.4 1.3 Fig. 3b
3c 05/05 −43.62 172.15 5.0 2.5 1.8 1.0 1.8 Fig. 3c
3d 05/22 −43.60 172.26 9.0 2.2 3.5 1.4 2.5 Fig. 3d
4a1 05/16 −43.60 172.18 8.5 3.4 2.8 1.3 2.2 Fig. 4a1
4a2 05/22 −43.63 172.18 8.6 2.5 2.8 1.3 2.2 Fig. 4a2
4a3 05/16 −43.58 172.20 7.0 2.7 3.0 1.4 2.1 Fig. 4a3
4a4 45/22 −43.62 172.29 7.8 2.3 3.3 1.7 2.0 Fig. 4a4
4a5 08/25 −43.57 172.22 10.5 2.5 3.8 2.3 1.7 Fig. 4a5
4a6 07/13 −43.57 172.21 16.4 2.6 5.0 2.1 2.4 Fig. 4a6
4b1 06/01 −43.50 172.18 6.7 2.6 1.6 2.0 0.8 Fig. 4b1
4b2 06/05 −43.48 172.13 10.0 3.0 1.3 1.4 0.5 Fig. 4b2
5a 08/30 −43.61 172.34 5.0 2.5 3.5 1.8 1.9 Fig. 5a
5b 08/31 −43.33 172.25 6.1 3.3 1.5 4.0 0.4 Fig. 5b
5c 08/30 −43.60 172.44 8.8 4.8 6.0 2.5 2.4 Fig. 5c
5d 08/28 −43.63 172.47 14.7 4.1 7.0 2.8 2.5 Fig. 5d
5e 08/28 −43.56 172.39 8.4 3.4 1.5 2.2 0.7 Fig. 5e
6a 09/01 −43.61 172.12 5.0 2.0 3.6 1.3 2.7 Fig. 6a
6b 09/01 −43.49 172.19 7.0 2.5 2.0 2.0 1.0 Fig. 6b
6d 08/30 −43.60 172.45 11.5 3.4 5.0 2.5 2.0 Fig. 6d
7a 09/01 −43.59 172.34 2.4 2.3 2.3 1.2 1.9 Fig. 7a
7b 08/31 −43.61 172.34 5.0 2.5 3.5 1.7 2.1 Fig. 7b
7c 08/31 −43.60 172.45 11.5 3.4 4.5 2.6 1.7 Fig. 7c
7d 08/31 −43.62 172.49 14.5 2.3 6.0 2.8 2.1 Fig. 7d
8a 06/21 −43.60 172.52 8.7 5.5 6.0 3.8 1.6 Fig. 8a
8b 05/09 −43.44 172.57 10.5 3.5 2.0 4.0 0.5 Fig. 8b
8d 05/19 −43.59 172.70 9.7 3.0 7.0 5.3 1.3 Fig. 8d
8e 08/30 −43.56 172.68 9.9 2.8 2.0 5.5 0.4 Fig. 8e
9a1 06/13 −43.58 172.75 8.9 6.0 8.0 6.0 1.3 Fig. 9a1
9a2 06/13 −43.57 172.74 6.4 4.4 8.0 6.0 1.3 Fig. 9a2
9b 05/19 −43.55 172.75 5.0 2.5 2.0 5.7 0.4 Fig. 9b
10a 08/30 −43.64 172.45 5.0 3.1 4.8 3.5 1.4 Fig. 10a
10b 08/29 −43.60 172.55 6.5 3.1 5.5 4.0 1.4 Fig. 10b
10c 08/29 −43.58 172.67 5.0 3.0 6.5 5.2 1.3 Fig. 10c
10d 09/01 −43.58 172.77 9.0 2.2 7.5 6.0 1.3 Fig. 10d
10e 06/15 −43.66 172.87 5.0 4.3 8.5 6.6 1.3 Fig. 10e
11a1 05/10 −43.60 172.50 5.0 3.0 6.0 3.8 1.6 Fig. 11a1
11a2 06/09 −43.59 172.59 5.0 2.6 6.5 4.0 1.4 Fig. 11a2
11a3 05/07 −43.60 172.67 5.2 4.0 6.7 5.0 1.4 Fig. 11a3
11a4 06/13 −43.56 172.74 6.4 4.4 8.0 5.5 1.5 Fig. 11a4
11a5 06/14 −43.64 172.84 5.9 5.0 8.5 6.8 1.3 Fig. 11a5
11b1 05/09 −43.44 172.57 10.5 3.5 1.5 4.8 0.3 Fig. 11b1
11b2 05/09 −43.42 172.62 5.0 2.8 2.0 5.0 0.4 Fig. 11b2
11b3 06/21 −43.52 172.68 12.0 3.3 3.0 5.2 0.6 Fig. 11b3
11b4 05/19 −43.55 172.75 5.0 2.5 2.0 5.2 0.4 Fig. 11b4
11b5 06/17 −43.53 172.75 5.3 4.4 3.0 5.8 0.5 Fig. 11b5

Note: Labels of aftershocks in Table 1 are shown in Fig. 2b.
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occurring ~10-km away from the GF. The ray-paths between the array
and these on-fault aftershocks have the incident angle smaller than
30° with respect to vertical. We measured 2.8-s to 5-s durations of
post-S wavetrains at stations located in the surface fracturing and fold-
ing zone for six aftershocks, with longer wavetrains for deeper events.
The ratios of post-S duration time of FZTWs to the P-to-S time for
these aftershocks are measured to be 1.7–2.4 (see Table 1) larger than
1.2, showing a good excitation and transportation of FZTWs from the
on-fault aftershocks. In contrast, much shorter (1.3–1.6 s) post-S
wavetrains with the ratios b1.2 are registered for the aftershock
~10 km away from the rupture zone.

Observations of these FZTWs recorded at central stations of Array 1
for on-fault aftershocks, therefore, indicate a distinct low-velocity
zone composed by severely damaged rocks along the central GF extend-
ing from the surface to downward to ~8–10 kmdepth or deeper, consis-
tent with the hypocentral depths and geodetic fault models (e.g.,
Beavan et al., 2010, 2012; Elliott et al., 2012).

We interpret the long post-Swavetrains generated by on-fault after-
shocks (Fig. 4a1 to a6) and recorded at near-fault stations of Array 1
most likely to be FZTWs rather than surface waves. If these waves are
surface waves, they should be also generated by off-fault aftershocks
(Fig. 4b1, b2) occurring at the similar depths and distances as the on-
fault aftershocks and recorded at the same stations of Array 1. In
Fig. 3a and b, we have showed that significant FZTWs recorded at
near-fault stations in the ~200–250-m range across the GF but not at
stations further away from the rupture zone. If the long wavetrains
are surfacewaves, they should appear at all stations of Array 1 for after-
shocks despite of their locations within or away from the low-velocity
rupture zone. In the following examples, we shall further show that sig-
nificant FZTWs were recorded for both aftershocks and stations located
within or close to the rupture zone, but neither for aftershocks nor for
stations away from the rupture zone.

Fig. 5a shows FZTWs with large amplitudes and 3.5-s post-S dura-
tion at central stations of length-extended Array 1 located within
the ~200-m-wide rupture zone, but shorter (~1.5-s)wavetrains at 4 far-
ther stations for a M2.5 aftershock occurring ~10 km east of the array
within the central Darfield/GF rupture zone. In contrast, much shorter
post-S wavetrains (~1.5-s) appear at all stations of Array 1 for an after-
shock ~20 km north of the rupture zone (Fig. 5b). The ratios of post-S
duration time of FZTWs to the P-to-S time are measured to be 1.9 at on-
fault station GD3 and 0.8 at away-fault station GSW01 for the on-fault af-
tershock, but 0.4 at all stations for the off-fault aftershock (see Table 1).



Fig. 4. left: Parallel-component seismograms, amplitude envelopes, and normalized spectral energy registered at 6 stations of the original Array 1 across the GF for (a1)–(a3) 3 aftershocks
occurring within the central GF rupture zone at depths of 7–8.6 km and epicentral distances less than 3 km, and (b1) an off-fault aftershock at 10-km depth and ~8 km north of GF site.
Locations and magnitudes of these events are shown in plot. Other notations are same as in Fig 3. The interpreted FZTWs with post-S durations of 2.8–3-s in average are registered at 3
central stations located within the rupture core zone for on-fault aftershocks while much briefer (1.6-s duration) S waves are dominant in seismograms at all stations for the far off-fault
aftershock. For example, normalized spectral amplitudes of parallel-component seismograms at station GD3 showdominant FZTWs at frequencies 2–7Hz in timewindowsmarked by red
bars at bottom. right: Same as in left, but for (a4)–(a6) 3 deep on-fault aftershocks and (b2) an off-fault aftershock at depths of ~10–16 km. Post-S durations of FZTWs for on-fault after-
shocks increase from 3.3-s to 5-s as their focal depths increase from ~8 km ~16 km, while much shorter S waves (e.g. 1.3-s at station GD3) are registered for the aftershock ~10-km away
from the rupture zone.
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The results from waveform and spectral analyses of these data further
suggest the long wavetrains following S-arrivals at near-fault stations of
Array 1 to be FZTWs excited by the on-fault aftershock and propagating
within the low-velocity waveguide formed by severe rocks along the
Darfield/GF rupture zone. If theywere surfacewaves, the longwavetrains
should appear at all stations of Array 1 despite aftershock locationswithin
or away from the rupture zone. The data recorded at the full-length Array
1 help us to distinguish FZTWs from surface waves and determine the
width (~200-m) of the low-velocity waveguide formed by severely dam-
aged rocks along the central GF rupture segment at Array 1 site.

We then exhibit the data at the full-length Array 1 for deep after-
shocks occurring at 8.8–14.7 km depths and ~19–22 km east of the
array site and ~5–8 km east of the GF surface rupture (Fig. 5c and d).
FZTWs with 6–7-s post-S durations and ratio to the P-to-S time of 2.4–
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2.5 (see Table 1) present at central stations of Array 1 for two after-
shocks, indicating that the low-velocity waveguide formed by damaged
rocks along the GF might extend eastward additional 5–8-km beyond
the ~30-km-long surface rupture and to depths of at least ~8-km be-
neath the surficial fault step-over. We interpret that these deep after-
shocks occurred on the eastward blind extension of the Darfield/GF
surface rupture mapped by Quigley et al. (2010, 2012). In contrast,
shorter (1.5-s) post-S wavetrains with the ratio to the P-to-S time of
1.1 (see Table 1) were registered at all stations of Array 1 for the after-
shock occurring ~3-km away from the rupture zone (Fig. 5e).

Fig. 5e shows normalized spectral amplitudes of seismograms at sta-
tions of the full-length Array 1 for the on-fault aftershock in Fig. 5a show
FZTWs with ~3.5-s duration at near-fault stations, but shorter post-S
duration (1.5–1.8 s) at farther stations for the same event. In contrast,
short post-S wavetrains (~1.5-s duration) were registered at near-
and away-fault stations of Array 1 for the off-fault aftershock in
Fig. 5e. Therefore, we interpret the long post-S wavetrains recorded at
the central stations within Darfield/GF rupture zone for on-fault after-
shocks as being FZTWs, but not surface waves, because these long
wavetrains are recorded only for both aftershocks and stations located
within or close to the low-velocity rupture zone. If these waves are sur-
face waves, they should appear at all stations of Array 1 for aftershocks
occurring either within or away from the rupture zone.

More examples of seismograms recorded at the full-length Array 1 are
shown in Fig. 6. Fig. 6a, and b exhibit seismograms for a pair of aftershocks
occurring within and away from GF rupture zone, at depths of 5–7-km
and ~9-km west of Array 1. We observe post-wavetrains with large am-
plitudes and 3.5–3.7-s durations at central stations within the ~200-m
wide surface fracturing and folding zone for the on-fault aftershock, but
shorter post-S wavetrains (~2-s) at all stations of Array 1 for the after-
shock ~10-km north of the GF (Fig. 6c). The ratio of post-S duration
time to P-to-S arrival time measured at near-fault stations of Array 1 for
the on- and off-fault aftershocks are 2.7 and 1.0, respectively (see
Table 1). For another on-fault aftershock (in Fig. 6d) at 11.5-km depth
and ~19-km east of Array 1, we observe post-Swavetrainswith large am-
plitudes and ~5-s duration at central stations but shorter wavetrains at
farther stations (e.g. ~2-s at station GWN02 450-m from the fault trace).
The ratios of post-S duration time to P-to-S arrival time are 2.0 and
0.8 at the central and farther stations of Array 1, respectively, for this
on-fault aftershock. These observations and results from waveform anal-
yses support our interpretation that the long post-S wavetrains recorded
at the central stations of Array 1 for on-fault aftershocks are FZTWs excit-
ed and propagating within a distinct low-velocity waveguide along the
Darfield/GF rupture zone rather than surface waves. We observe the lon-
ger post-S wavetrains (~5-s) recorded at central stations for the on-fault
aftershock at longer distance (in Fig. 6d) than those (~3.5-s) for thenearer
aftershock (in Fig. 6a). Because significant FZTWs are observed for the af-
tershock (in Fig. 6d) occurring ~6-km beyond the east end of GF's surface
rupture, we interpret that the Darfield/GF rupture zone extends eastward
along the blind fault segment confined by aftershock lineaments at
seismogenic depths (Bannister et al., 2011; Syracuse et al., 2013).

Fig. 7 illustrates that post-S durations of FZTWs increase as their
travel distances along the rupture zone increase. FZTWs generated by
4 on-fault aftershocks occurring at depths of 2.4–14.5-km and epicen-
tral distances of ~10–22-km east of Array 1 show post-S durations of
FZTWs increasing from 2.3-s to ~6-s (denoted by the move-out of
FZTW arrival times in the plot). Ratios of post-S duration time to the
P-to-S time for these on-fault aftershocks are between 1.7 and 2.1 (see
Table 1). Observations of FZTWs shown in this section illuminate a dis-
tinct low-velocity waveguide formed by severely damaged rocks during
dynamic rupture in the 2010 Darfield earthquake, extending at least
~36-kmalong the central GF and its blind extension between longitudes
of ~172.0° and 172.45°, and downward to the depth of ~8–10 km or
deeper, consistent with hypocentral depths and geodetic fault models
in published papers (Elliott et al., 2012; Beavan et al., 2010, 2012). We
explain that the east 5–8-km extension of Darfield rupture zone beyond
the 30-km-long GF's surface rupture runs along blind sinistral ~NNW-
striking sub-vertical faults and dextral strike slip on E–W striking faults
into the step-over between the GF and PHFwhere rocks might have ex-
perienced moderate damage due to induced slipping and/or strong
shaking during the 2010 Darfield mainshock and large (M ≥ 5) after-
shocks (Syracuse et al., 2013).



Fig. 5. (a) Three-component seismograms and amplitude envelopes recorded at the length-expanded Array 1 for a M2.5 aftershock occurring within GF rupture zone at 5 km depth and
~10 km east of GF site, showing relatively longer post-S wavetrains (interpreted as being FZTWs) at 5 central stations within the ~250-m-wide rupture zone (marked by a pair of vertical
lines) than those at 4 farther stations GNW01, GNW02, GSE01 andGSE02. Amplitude envelopes of three-component seismograms are overlappedwith a fixed scale in each plot. Themea-
sureddurations of post-Swavetrains at central stationsGD3 andGD4 are ~3.5 s, but ~1.5 s at farther stationGNW01. (b) Same as in (a), but for aM3.3 aftershock occurring at 6.1-kmdepth,
~22 kmnorth of the rupture zone.Much shorter (~1.5-s) S-waves are dominant at all stations of Array 1. (c) and (d) Same as in (a), but forM4.8 andM4.1 on-fault aftershocks occurring at
8.8-km and 14.7-km depths beneath the fault step-over, ~18–22-km east of Array 1. FZTWs with relative large amplitudes and long duration appear at stations within ~250-mwide rup-
ture zone for these two aftershocks.Wemeasured ~6-s and ~7-s post-S durations of FZTWs at stationsGD3 andGD4 for them. (e) Same as in (b), but for aM3.4 aftershock occurring at 8.4-
km depth, ~3 km north of the rupture zone. Much shorter (~1.5-s) post-S wavetrains appear at all stations of Array 1. (f) Normalized spectral amplitudes of vertical-component
seismograms at stations of Array 1 for the on-fault aftershock in (a) show FZTWs with large amplitudes at frequencies 3–6 Hz and ~3.5-s duration at 4 near-fault stations, but shorter
post-S duration (1.5–1.8 s) at 4 farther stations for the same event. (g) Same as in (f), but for the off-fault aftershock in (e), showing much shorter wavetrains (~1.5-s duration) at all sta-
tions of Array 1.
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2.2. The FZTWs recorded for aftershocks along Christchurch/Port Hills rup-
ture zone

In this section,we present data recorded at Array 1 across theGF sur-
face rupture for aftershocks occurring on andoff the blindPort Hills fault
which ruptured in the 2011 M6.3 Christchurch earthquake. Fig. 8a ex-
hibits seismograms and results of waveform analyses for a M5.5 event
of clustered aftershocks occurring on the PHF at 8.7-km depth and
~25 km east of Array 1, at the west end of the delineated Christchurch
aftershocks and approaching the dilatational step-over between the
GF and the PHF (see Fig. 1). FZTWs excited by this on-fault aftershock
show large-amplitude wavetrains with ~6-s post-S durations and the
ratio to the P-to-S time of 1.6 (see Table 1) at central stations of Array
1. In contrast, much shorter post-S wavetrains (~2-s) with the ratio to
the P-to-S time of 0.5 were registered at the same stations for the after-
shock occurring at the similar dept of 10.5-km depth but ~12-km north
of the on-fault aftershock (Fig. 8b). Fig. 8c exhibits normalized spectral
energy of vertical-component seismograms at station GD3, showing 6-
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Fig. 6. (a) Three-component seismograms and amplitude envelopes recorded at the length-expanded Array 1 for a M2 aftershock occurring at 5-km depth within the central GF rupture
zone, ~9 kmwest of the array. Large-amplitude long-duration post-S wavetrains appearing at stations in the central portion of Array 1 within the 250-mwide rupture zone (marked by a
pair of vertical lines) are interpreted as FZTWs. The post-S durations of FZTWs at stations G3 and G4 are measured to be 3.5-s. (b) Same as in (a), but for a M2.5 off-fault aftershock oc-
curring at 7-km depth, ~10 km north of the array. S waves with shorter wavetrains (2-s) are dominant in seismograms at all stations of Array 1. (c) Normalized spectral amplitudes of
parallel-component seismograms at station GD3 show 3.7-s and 2-s durations of post-S wavetrains for the on- and off-fault aftershocks, respectively. (d) Same as in (a) but for a M3.4
aftershock occurring at 11.5-km depth within the easternmost portion of GF rupture zone, ~19 km east of the array. Seismograms show ~5-s post-S duration of FZTWs with large
amplitudes at central stations of Array 1 in the 200–250-m wide rupture zone and shorter wavetrains (~2-s) at farther stations GNW01 and GNW02 located at 250-450-m north of
the GF. (e) Normalized spectral amplitudes of vertical-component seismograms at stations GD3 and GNW02 for the aftershock in (d).
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s and 2-s post-S durations for the on- and off-fault aftershocks in Fig. 8a
and b, respectively. The entire duration of FZTWs generated by the on-
fault aftershock likely includes a 4-s early duration.

In Fig. 8d and e, we show seismograms and their spectral energy at
length-extended Array 1 across the central GF for a pair ofM2.8–3 after-
shocks occurring on the PHF and ~3-km north of the fault, respectively,
at depths of 9.7–9.9 km and ~40 km east of the array. FZTWswith large
amplitudes and ~7-s post-S duration measured at near-fault stations
GD3–GD6 in the range of ~200-m, but shorter wavetrains (1.5–2.0 s)
at farther stations for the on-fault event. In contrast, for the off-fault af-
tershock, much shorter post-S wavetrains (~1–2-s) appear at all sta-
tions of Array 1. The entire FZTW wavetrains likely consist of two
successive phases (particularly seen in spectral energy plot) with an
early phase in ~4-s duration for the aftershock occurring on the PHF in
the east side of the step-over between theGF and the PHF.We tentative-
ly interpret that there is a strong heterogeneity (rock damage magni-
tude and geometry) of the low-velocity waveguide beneath the
surficial fault step-over, which might cause the multiple phases of
FZTWwavetrains.

In our experiment, we recorded the June 13th M6 occurring on the
east portion of Christchurch/PHF rupture zone, ~42 km east of Array 1.
Fig. 9 exhibits seismograms and waveform analyses for this M6 and
one of its clustered aftershocks (numbered by 9a1 and 9a2 in Fig. 2b
and Table 1), showing ~8-s post-S durations of the entire FZTW
wavetrains with ~4.5-s early phase (seen better in spectral energy
plot). In contrast, shorter (2.5-s) post-S wavetrains are registered for
the aftershock ~5-kmnorth of the rupture zone. Ratios of the entire du-
ration time of FZTWs to the P-to-S time are 1.4 for the on-fault after-
shocks but 0.4 for the off-fault event. Examples shown in Figs. 8 and 9
illustrate that the post-S durations of entire FZTW wavetrains increase
from ~6-s to ~8.5-s as hypocentral distances of on-fault aftershocks in-
crease from ~27-km to ~43-km east of Array 1, but the early-phase re-
mains in ~4-4.5 s.

The relationship between post-S durations of FZTWs and their travel
distances along the rupture zone is apparent in Fig. 10. The wavetrains
of FZTWs generated by five aftershocks occurring along Christchurch/
PHF rupture segment increase from ~4.8-s to ~8.5-s as their travel dis-
tances increase from ~20-km to ~50-km (marked by the move-out of
FZTW arrival times in the plot) while the duration of early-phase
FZTWs remains ~4-s in the entire wavetrains. Ratios of the entire dura-
tion time of FZTWs to the P-to-S time for the on-fault aftershocks are
1.3–1.4. These observations suggest that an effective low-velocity

image of Fig.�6


Fig. 7. Vertical-component seismograms, amplitude envelopes, and normalized spectral energy registered at 4 central stations of Array 1 for 4 aftershocks occurring within rupture zone
east of the array. Post-S durations of these FZTWs increase from 2.3-s to ~6-s (in average of measurements at stations GD3, GD4 and GD5 within the damage core zone) as event focal
depths increase from 2.4 km to 14.5 km and epicentral distances increase from ~10-km to ~22-km. Normalized energy of vertical-component seismograms at station GD3 shows 2.3-,
3.5-, 4.6- and 6-s durations of FZTWs for these aftershocks. The move-out of FZTW arrival times versus travel distances is denoted by a dashed line, illuminating a remarkable low-
velocity waveguide along the Darfield/GF rupture zone likely across seismogenic depths.
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waveguide extends eastward ~50-km from Array 1 along the Darfield/
GF rupture segment through the fault step-over to the Christchurch/
PHF rupture segment because PHF-sourced FZTWs propagated into
theGF damage zone, but thewaveguidemight possess strong variations
in the geometry (orientation from W–E to NW–SE) and velocities
(smaller velocity reduction) beneath the surficial fault step-over be-
tween the two main rupture segments to distort wavetrains of FZTWs.
These features are further shown in the following examples of
seismograms and modeling of FZTWs.
Fig. 11 shows seismograms, amplitude envelopes, and spectral ener-
gy for 5 aftershocks occurring within the PHF rupture zone at different
depths and epicentral distances, and 5 off-fault aftershocks occurring
at similar depths and epicentral distances as those on-fault aftershocks.
We observe that post-S durations of FZTWs generated by on-fault after-
shocks increase from 6 s to 8.5 s as travel distances increase from
~25 km to ~50 km while early-phase FZTWs remain ~4-s. In contrast,
brief wavetrains of S-waves with much shorter duration (~2–3-s) and
flat changes are registered at 6 stations of Array 1 for the off-fault



Fig. 8. (a) Three-component seismograms and amplitude envelopes at stations of the original Array 1within the 250-m range across the central GF for aM5.5 aftershockoccurring at depth
of 8.7 km and ~25 km east of GF site, around thewest end of the PHF. FZTWswith large amplitudes and ~6-s post-S duration averaged in three-component seismograms (marked by two
vertical gray lines). These FZTWs likely show an early phase of ~4-s duration (marked by a vertical dot line in seismograms and amplitude envelopes). (b) Same as in (a) but for a M3.5
aftershock occurring at 10.5-km depth north of Christchurch City, ~12-km north of the PHF. Much shorter post-Swavetrains (~2-s) were registered for this off-fault event. (c) Normalized
spectral energy of vertical-component seismograms at station GD3 show 6-s and 2-s post-S durations (marked by horizontal red bars) for the on- and off-fault aftershocks in (a) and (b),
respectively. The entire duration of FZTWs generated by the on-fault aftershock includes a 4-s early duration (marked by a horizontal pink bar). (d) Parallel-fault component seismograms
(top) and normalized spectral energy (bottom) at length-extended Array 1 across the central GF for aM3 aftershock occurring on the PHF at depth of 9.7 km and ~40 km east of the array.
FZTWswith large amplitudes and ~7-s post-Sdurationmeasured at near-fault stationsGD3–GD6, but shorterwavetrains (1.5–2.0 s) at farther stations. The FZTWs also likely showanearly
phase of ~4-s duration. (e) Same as in (d) but for aM2.8 aftershock occurring at 9.9-km depth north of ~3-km north of the PHF.Much shorter post-Swavetrains (~1–2-s) are registered at
all stations of Array 1 for this off-fault event.
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aftershocks. Ratios of the entire duration time of FZTWs to the P-to-S
time are 1.3–1.6 for on-fault aftershocks but 0.3–0.6 for off-fault events
(see Table 1).

We have measured post-S durations of FZTWs recorded at Array 1
for ~80 aftershocks occurring within or close to the GF rupture zone at
different focal depths (~2–15 km) and epicenters between ~171.9°
and 172.45° (~45-kmalong the fault line) versus their locationswith re-
spect to Array 1 site (see Fig. 12a). These aftershocks are selected based
on the following criteria: the ratio of measured post-S duration time of
FZTWs to the P-to-S time larger than 1.2 to assure good excitation and
propagation of FZTWs (characterized by large amplitudes and long
wavetrains after S-arrival) within the low-velocity waveguide along
the Darfield/GF rupture zone. The measurements show that post-S du-
rations of FZTWs increase from ~2-s to ~5-s as hypocentral distances
of these aftershocks increase from ~8-km to ~23-km (Fig. 12b). We in-
terpret that the distinct low-velocity waveguide along the GF is mainly
formed by severely damaged rocks caused by the dynamic rupture in
the 2010 M7.1 Darfield earthquake. The total length of the Darfield/GF
rupture zone is ~45-km although only a 30-km-long portion is exposed
at the ground surface. Our interpretation from FZTWs is consistent with
the geodetic and InSAR image (Beavan et al., 2011; Elliott et al., 2012)
and aftershock lineaments (Quigley et al., 2012; Syracuse et al., 2013).
The InSAR line-of-sight displacement field indicates the main fault rup-
ture in the 2010 Darfield event is approximately 45 km long, and is con-
fined largely to the upper 10 km of the crust.

We alsomeasured post-S durations of FZTWs recorded at Array 1 for
~150 aftershocks occurring within or close to the PHF rupture zone at
different focal depths (~3–10 km) and epicenters between ~172.45°
and ~172.82° versus event locations with respect to Array 1 (Fig. 12a).
The aftershocks in the plot are selected based on the same criteria
used for those GF-aftershocks. The measurements show that post-S du-
rations of the entire FZTW wavetrains increase from ~5-s to ~9-s as
hypocentral distances of these aftershocks increase from ~25-km to
~55-km (Fig. 12b). However, durations of the early-phase FZTWs re-
main ~3.5–4.5-s as travel distances of those aftershocks increase. We
tentatively interpret that the low-velocity waveguide on the central
PHF might extend westward along aftershock lineaments (Bannister
et al., 2011; Syracuse et al., 2013) beneath the east portion of fault
step-over zone (between longitudes ~172.45° and 172.55°) (see
Fig. 1). This low-velocity waveguidemight also extend further eastward
(east of longitude 172.75°) to the rupture zone of the June 13th M6 af-
tershock on a blind conjugate fault (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 8 (continued).
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We note that the post-S durations of FZTW wavetrains increase as
travel distances along the PHF rupture zone increase, but with a rela-
tively smaller increasing trend than the trend along the GF rupture
zone, suggesting that rocks within the GF rupture zone might experi-
ence greater damage (with the greater seismic velocity reduction) in
the 2010 M7.1 Darfield than rocks within the PHF rupture zone did in
the 2011 M6.3 Christchurch earthquake. The greater damage magni-
tude of fault-zone rocks is likely caused by the larger co-seismic slip.
This relationship has been reported in previous studies at rupture
zones of the 2008 M8 Sichuan earthquake (Li et al., 2012a, 2012b), the
1992 M7.4 Landers and 1999 M7.1 Hector Mine earthquakes (Li et al.,
1998, 2003; Vidale and Li, 2003), and 2004 M6 Parkfield earthquake
(Li et al., 2006, 2007).

In Fig. 12c, we show themeasurements of post-S durations for ~850
aftershocks recorded at Array 1 during our experiment from May
toSeptemberof 2011. Ingeneral, aftershocksoccurring faraway(~3km)
from the rupture zones show brief body waves with obviously shorter
wavetrains than the FZTWs generated by aftershocks occurring within
the rupture zone. Ratios of the post-S wavetrain duration time to
the P-to-S time for those far off-fault events are much smaller than
1.2. However, for the aftershocks occurring not too far away (less than
~1–1.5 km, ~5 times the wavelength of the dominant FZTWs) from
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Fig. 9. (a) Three-component seismograms and amplitude envelopes for the 13 JuneM6 aftershock and its M4.4 aftershock occurring on the east PHF, ~42 km east of Array 1 show ~8.5-s
entire post-S durations of FZTWswith the early phase of ~4.5-s in amplitude envelopes and spectral energy. Here, we plot normalized spectral energy at station GD3 only. (b) In contrast,
much shorter (~2.5-s) S-waves are dominant in seismograms for the M4.4 off-fault aftershock ~4-km north of the rupture zone.
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the rupture zone, a part of seismic energy generated by these events
could be trapped by the low-velocity rupture zone, and usually in ap-
pearance with relatively shorter wavetrains than the FZTWs generated
by aftershocks occurring at the similar longitude but within the low-
velocity rupture zone. For these events not far away from the fault, the
measured post-S wavetrain durations (denoted by green color) may
close to (even overlap) those (denoted by blue and red color) for on-
fault aftershocks (seen in Fig. 12c), but the ratio of post-S duration to
the P-to-S time is still less than 1.2 (the criteria set for distinguishing sig-
nificant FZTWs in this study) due to their slightly longer hypocentral
distance than on-fault aftershocks at similar longitude, or caused by
the heterogeneity of the rock damage along the rupture zone and loca-
tion errors of the aftershocks. Particularly the measurements of this
ratio for aftershocks occurring in the fault step-over and around the
NNW-SSE–striking rupture segment north of the central GF are
scattered due to rupture branching and the complexity of fault matrix.

3. Subsurface damage structure viewed with FZTWs

Since observations of significant FZTWs is strongly dependent on the
source location with respect to the low-velocity waveguide (e.g. Ben-
Zion, 1998; Li and Leary, 1990; Li and Vidale, 1996), locations of these
aftershocks showing prominent FZTWs allow us to delineate the geom-
etry of subsurface rupture zone with severely damaged rocks, which
forms a low-velocity waveguide that traps seismic waves. In this
section, we use the aftershocks in Fig. 12 to document the complicated
subsurface rock damage structure along multiple faults associated
with multiple slips in the 2010 M7.1 Darfield and 2011 M6.3 Christ-
church earthquake sequence. Fig. 13a is a map view to show locations
of ~230 aftershocks, for which we observed significant FZTWs with
the ratio of the duration time of FZTWs to the P-to-S time larger than
1.2. Fig. 13b shows locations of these aftershocks in a 3-D volume. Loca-
tions of these aftershocks delineate the subsurface geometry of a low-
velocity waveguide along multiple rupture segments composed by
severely damaged rocks associated with the Canterbury earthquake se-
quence. Because we observed prominent FZTWs at Array 1 across the
central GF for aftershocks occurring on the GF and the PHF, it requires
an effective low-velocity waveguide from the GF through the step-
over to the PHF at depth. Otherwise, FZTWs generated by the after-
shocks on the PHF could be disrupted by the discontinuity of waveguide
at the fault step-over.

Locations of aftershocks generating prominent FZTWs delineate a
NNW–SSE-striking rupture segment north of the central GF (Fig. 13a).
This segment has an orientation and focal mechanisms that are identi-
fied by Sibson et al. (2011) as that expected for newly formed ductile
shears in the current stress regime. This rupture segment is consistent
with the NNW-striking left-lateral strike fault in the slip model used
by Elliott et al. (2012) for geodetic and InSAR data, but it is not included
in the model of fault segmentation given by Beavan et al. (2010). This
rupture segment follows the NNW trend of aftershocks north of the
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Fig. 10. Perpendicular-component seismograms, amplitude envelopes, and normalized spectral energy registered at central stations of Array 1within Darfield surface rupture at GF site for
5 aftershocks occurring within the east extension of GF and PHF rupture zones at different depths and epicentral distances. The plots from top to bottom are in the order of increasing
hypocentral distances (P-to-S times). The post-S durations of the entire FZTW wavetrains generated by these on-fault aftershocks increase from ~4.8-s to ~8.5-s (measured at 3 near-
fault stations GD3, GD4 andGD5) as travel distances of FZTWs increase from ~20-km to ~50-km along theGF and PHF; thismove-out ismarked by a dash line in seismograms and spectral
energy plots. Another vertical dotted line denotes the ~4-s early phase of FZTWs for these aftershocks.
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E–Wmain rupture (Fig. 1). The NNW–SSE band of seismicity extending
from the center of the surface rupture to 18 km north of it has been de-
noted by Syracuse et al. (2013). Based on the seismicity, they interpret
that this blind fault dips to the west at an angle that is likely steeper
than 65°,with aftershocks from 6.7 to 13.9 kmdepth. Focalmechanisms
calculated for earthquakes along this fault section indicate left-lateral
motion (Bannister and Gledhill, 2012; Sibson et al., 2011). Because our
Array 1 was located across the E–W central GF east of this NNW–SSE
blind strike–slip fault, the FZTWs generated by aftershocks occurring
on this fault could arrive at the array. Immediately west of this segment
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Fig. 11. Parallel-component seismograms, amplitude envelopes, and normalized spectral energy registered at central stations of Array 1 across the GF surface rupture (left) 5 on-fault af-
tershocks occurringwithin PHF rupture zone at different depths and epicentral distances and (right) 5 off-fault aftershocks occurring at similar depths and epicentral distances as those on-
fault aftershocks. The plots from top to bottom are in the order of increasing hypocentral distances (P-to-S times) of these aftershocks. Post-S durations of FZTWs for 5 on-fault aftershocks
increase from ~6-s to ~8.5-s as travel distances increase (themove-out ismarked by a dash line) while the early phase of FZTWs remains ~4-4.5-s. In contrast, brief wavetrains of S-waves
with much shorter duration ~2–3-s and flat changes (denoted by a vertical dot line) are registered at the same stations for 5 aftershocks away from the rupture zone.
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near the center of the GF surface rupture is the Charing Cross blind
thrust that was identified by Beavan et al. (2010) as the fault on
which the Darfield earthquake initiated. However, all relocated after-
shocks (Syracuse et al., 2013) are either beneath the GF surface rupture
or along the NNW-striking fault but not along the NNE–SSW Charing
Cross Fault. If the FZTWs were generated by aftershocks on the Charing
Cross fault, these waves could be disrupted in the intersection with the
GF at a NNE angle unfavorable for their propagation to Array 1 across
the GF east of the Charing Cross fault.

The rupture segment of the 13 JuneM6 aftershock viewed by FZTWs
seems to occur along a NNW–SSE blind fault confined by the aftershock
lineament southeast of Christchurch (Kaiser et al., 2012; Sibson et al.,
2011). Because FZTWs (with the ratio of the post-S duration to the P-
to-S time smaller than 1.2) generated by those aftershocks traveled
long distances to Array 1 at the central GF and along multiple faults,
the geometry of the 13 June rupture segment is not delineated as well
as the Darfield and Christchurch rupture segments.

4. 3-D finite-difference simulations of observed FZTWs

Based on the complex geometry pattern of multiple rupture seg-
ments beneath Canterbury Plains viewed by FZTWS shown in Fig. 13,
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we constructed a plausible velocity structure model in 3-D consisting of
multiple rupture segments along the GF and PHF (Fig. 14). The layer
depths, fault dip, and velocities of surrounding basement rocks are
in general constrained by existing models (e.g. Eberhart-Phillips and
Bannister, 2002; Elliott et al., 2012; Kaiser et al., 2012; Smith et al.,
1995). Velocities and attenuation Q values in this multi-layer model
are depth dependent because increasing pressure with increasing
depth influences discontinuity density, fluid pressure, and amount of
fluids, as well as the healing rates of damaged rocks caused by earth-
quakes (Byerlee, 1990; Rice, 1992; Sibson, 1996, 2000). The depth-
dependent pressure increase may also influence the development of
fault gouge (Marone, 1998; Scholz, 1990). For all these reasons, a realis-
tic fault zone is not uniform with depth. Our simulations are based on
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Fig. 12. (a) Measured post-S durations of FZTWwavetrains generated by ~80 aftershocks
(denoted by blue circles) occurringwithin Darfield/GF rupture zone on both sides of Array
1 versus their locations (between longitudes 171.9° and 172.45°) with respect to Array 1,
and by~150 aftershocks (denoted by red dots) occurringwithin Christchurch/PHF rupture
zone versus their locations (between longitudes ~172.45° and 172.83°). Pink dots denote
measured post-S durations of early-phase FZTWs for on-PHF aftershocks. Each data point
is the average value of post-S durations of FZTWsmeasured at 3 central stations GD3, GD4
andGD5 of Array 1within the surface fracturing and folding zone at GF site. These selected
aftershocks generated significant FZTWs with the ratio of the entire FZTWwavetrains du-
ration to the P-to-S time greater than 1.2. Solid lines are least-square-fit tomeasurements.
The x-axis in plot is longitude. Red squares denote locations of Array 1 and Array 2. (b)
Same as in (a), but the x-axis in plot is hypocentral distances of those on-fault aftershocks,
showing the longer post-S duration of FZTWs as these waves travel over a longer distance
along the rupture zone. The dashed linefits the P-to-S times by 1.2 * (Ts-Tp). (c)Measured
post-S durations for 853 aftershocks recorded at Array 1 during our experiment in Canter-
bury Plains. Locations of these aftershocks are shown in Fig. 2a. Other notations are same
as in (a). Green crosses denote measurements for aftershocks with the ratio of post-S du-
ration to P-to-S time smaller than1.2. In general, those aftershocks occurred out of rupture
zones. Some of them overlap on blue and red circles (see discussion in the text). Four blue
squares from left along x-axis denote longitudes of cities of Darfield, Rolleston, Christ-
church and Lyttelton.
c
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geometries of rupture segments imaged using locations of aftershocks
showing prominent fault-zone trapped waves (Fig. 13). Fig. 14 shows
depth sections perpendicular to three rupture segments in our 3-D
model: (a) the 250-m-wide Darfield rupture segment along the central
GF exposed at the surface, within which velocities are reduced by 35–
55% from wall-rock velocities with the maximum reduction in the
100-m fault damage core zone at shallow depth (see model parameters
in Table 2), (b) the rupture segment with moderate velocity reduction
beneath the surficial fault step-over, and (c) the Christchurch rupture
segment along the blind Port Hills fault dipping to SSE at ~70°. This
structure most effectively traps 2- to 8-Hz seismic waves. Q values in
the model are also depth-dependent, in the range of 20–80 within the
rupture zone and 50–200 in basement rocks at depths between 0 and
15 km.

We used a 3-D finite-difference code to compute synthetic
seismograms to fit FZTWs recorded at Array 1 across the central GF.
The 3D finite-difference computer code used in numerical simulations
of FZTWs is second order in time and fourth order in space (Graves,
1996; Vidale et al., 1985). It propagates the complete wave-field
through elastic media with a free surface boundary and spatially vari-
able anelastic damping (an approximate Q). The calculation used a
1600-by-600-by-300 element grid in x–y–z coordinates with the grid
spacing of 50m to simulate a volumeof 20 km inwidth, 80 km in length,
and 15 km in depth (see Fig. 14). The low-velocitywaveguide composed
of a fault core zone with maximum velocity reduction sandwiched by a
wider damage jacket with milder velocity reduction is embedded in the
higher-velocity surrounding rocks with a free surface where the receiv-
er array is placed across the waveguide along the rupture zone. A
double-couple source (according to the mainshock focal mechanisms
on the GF and the PHF) with radiation patterns was included in the
volume.

We simulated the FZTWs recorded at Array 1 for aftershocks occur-
ring at different depths and epicentral distances in a forward-modeling
procedure of trial-and-error to obtain the best-fit model parameters.
Previous articles on modeling of trapped waves observed at the
Parkfield San Andreas fault zone and Landers-Hector Mine rupture
zones in California (e.g. Li et al., 2000, 2002, 2004, 2008, 2012a,
2012b) have shown the sensitivity of model parameters to synthetic
trapped waveforms with wider fault zones producing trapped waves
with lower frequencies, and a slower fault zone producing longer dis-
persive trapped wave trains. A lower-Q fault zone produces trapped
waves with smaller amplitudes and shorter wave trains at lower fre-
quencies. The variation of wall-rock velocities and layer depths affects
the arrival times of P and Swaves, but variation of wall-rock Q produces
minimal variation in modeling results.



Fig. 13. (a) Map view of locations of ~230 aftershocks (red circles) occurring along the GF and the PHF in Canterbury Plain, for which prominent fault-zone trappedwaves (FZTWs) were
recorded at Array 1 (marked by a dash line) across theDarfield/GF surface rupture. Locations of these aftershocks delineate the geometry of low-velocitywaveguide alongmultiple rupture
segments formed by damaged rocks at depth. Gray bands numbered by 1, 2 and 3 denote rupture zones of the 2010M7.1Darfield earthquake, 2011M6.3 Christchurch earthquake and the
JuneM6 aftershock (marked by 3 stars). The gray band with black edges denotes the rupture segment along the vertical GF exposed at the ground surface. The gray bands without black
edges denote blind rupture segments. The blind rupture segment north of the central GF viewed by aftershocks generating significant FZTWs runs along the NNW–SSE-striking left-lateral
strike-slip fault indicated by InSAR data (Elliott et al., 2012). The eastward bifurcating extension of the central Darfield rupture zone and the westward extension of Christchurch rupture
zone (marked by light gray bands) approach each other beneath the surficial step-over between the GF and PHF. The rupture segment of the June 13th M6 event delineated by FZTWs
generated by its aftershocks is along the SE-striking blind fault conjugated to the central PHF. Black squares denote cities and towns in Canterbury Plain. (b) Locations of ~230 aftershocks
the same as in (a), for which significant FZTWs were recorded at Array 1 at Highfield road along the GF (marked by red square with dash line), are shown in a 3-D. Locations of these
aftershocks delineate the geometry of multiple subsurface rupture segments (marked by gray rectangular boxes) associated with the 2010 – 2011 Canterbury earthquake sequence.
The aftershocks denoted by red asterisks with blue circles confine the GF rupture zone (numbered by 1) of the 2010 M7.1 earthquake. The aftershocks denoted by red asterisks
confine the PHF rupture zones (numbered by 2 and 3) of the 2010 M6.3 earthquake and the 2011 June M6 aftershock. The central Christchurch rupture segment along the PHF dips to
SSE (Bannister et al., 2011). The gray boxwith black edges denotes the 30-km-long central GF surface rupture exposed at the surface. Gray boxeswithout black edges denote blind rupture
segments. The dark gray box delineates the rupture on a thrusting blind fault onwhich the 2010M7.1 Darfieldmainshock initiated. The east extension of GF rupture segment and thewest
extension of PHF rupture segment (denoted by light grey boxes) approach each other beneath the surficial fault step-over, in which rocks were moderately damaged in the Canterbury
earthquake sequence. 3 black circles denote aftershocks for which observed and synthetic seismograms are shown in Fig. 15.
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Fig. 15a exhibits synthetic waveforms using themodel in Fig. 14
to compare with the seismograms at Array 1 for a M2.5 aftershock oc-
curring within the central Darfield/GF rupture segment (depth section
(a) in the model) at 5-km depth and 10-km east of Array 1. FZTWs
with large amplitudes and ~3-s post-S duration appearing at near-
fault stations of Array 1 within the 250-m-wide rupture zone at the
GF site, show a remarkable low-velocity waveguide formed by severely
damaged rocks along the central GF that ruptured in the 2010 M7.1
Darfield earthquake. The synthetic waveforms in general match ob-
served seismograms, although the fitting degrees are slightly different
in three components, probably due to the effects of rock anisotropy
(Syracuse et al., 2012) and/or source radiation. Because our finite-
difference code is for isotropic media, the effects of rock anisotropy ef-
fects cannot be evaluated in this present study.

In the following examples, Fig. 15b exhibits synthetic waveforms
using the model in Fig. 14 to fit seismograms recorded at Array 1 for
an aftershock occurring at 8.8-km depth and ~20-km east of the GF
site within the east extension of GF rupture zone beneath the surficial
fault step-over between the GF and PHF (depth section (b) in the
model). The synthetic FZTW wavetrains following S-arrivals at stations
within the rupture zone show large amplitudes and ~5.5-s duration
with a ~4-s early-phase are, in general, agreeable with observations.
We note that the FZTWs are composed of two successive phases in
wavetrains due to the heterogeneity of the waveguide in geometry



(a) Main Rupture on Central GF Exposed at Surface (b) Moderate Rupture beneath Fault Step-Over (C) Main Rupture on Blind PHF
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Fig. 14. The rupture zonemodel and S-wave velocity structures along the central GF ruptured in theM7.1 Darfield earthquake and along the PHF ruptured in theM6.3 Christchurch earth-
quake in a 3-D volume. This model is used to compute synthetic seismograms to match FZTWs recorded at Array 1, using a 3-D finite-difference code. The low-velocity waveguide along
rupture zones is 250-mwide and includes a ~100-m-wide fault core zone. The velocities varywith depth and along rupture zones in this multiple-layermodel (see Table 2). The velocities
of surrounding rocks are constrained by the velocitymodels resulted fromprevious seismic study in Canterbury Plains (see references cited in the text). The color bar is codedwith S-wave
in km/s. The x-axis is along the fault line in kilometer. The y-axis is perpendicular to the fault line in kilometer. The z-axis is depth in kilometer. Array 1 is located at 25-km from theorigin in
x-axis and the center of the GF rupture zone at the surface. (a) The depth section perpendicularly across the central GF rupture. The vertical rupture zone is exposed at the surface. Veloc-
itieswithin this rupture segment are reduced by 30–55% fromwall-rock velocities, with themaximumreductionwith the damage core zone.Model parameters of this section are shown in
Table 2. (b) The depth section across the rupture segment with moderate velocity reduction within the waveguide in the fault step-over zone. The rupture zone is blind and dips at 70°.
Velocity reductions in this rupture segment are less by ~20% than those in (a). (c) The depth section across PHF rupture segment. The rupture zone is blind and dips at 70°. Velocity re-
ductions in this rupture segment are less by 10% than those in (a). The length of rupture zones are consist with those in Fig. 13. The blind ruptures zones inmodels are beneath the depth of
2-km.
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and with less trapping efficiency beneath the fault step-over where
rocks are damaged moderately in the 2010–2011 Canterbury earth-
quake sequence.

Fig. 15c illustrates a 3-D finite-difference in synthetic waveforms
using the model in Fig. 14 to fit seismograms recorded at Array 1 for
an aftershock occurring at 7.5-km depth within the PHF rupture seg-
ment (depth section (c) in the model), ~45 km west of the GF site.
The synthetic waveforms show large amplitude and ~8-s post-S dura-
tionwith a ~4-s early-phase, in general, agreeablewith FZTWs recorded
at stations within the 200–250-m-wide rupture zone at the GF site. The
entire length of FZTW wavetrains from the aftershock at the greater
(~45-km) distance in this example is longer than that from the after-
shock at a shorter (~20-km) distance to Array 1 shown in Fig. 15a, indi-
cating that an effective low-velocity waveguide extends from the GF
rupture segment to the PHF rupture segment. However, the early-
phase FZTWs for these two aftershocks occurring on the GF and the
PHF, respectively, show similar durations (~4-s) of the early phase of
FZTWs, suggesting that thewaveguidehas anobvious heterogeneity be-
neath the step-over between the GF and PHF.
Table 2
Model Parameters for Darfield–Christchurch Rupture Zones.

Model parameters Layer 1 Layer 2 Layer 3 Layer 4 Layer 5

Depth of the layer bottom, km 2.0 5.0 8.0 12.0 15.0
Waveguide width, m
(Damage zone/core)

250/100 250/100 250/100 200/100 100/50

For the Central Darfield/GF rupture zone:
Waveguide S velocity, km/s 1.0/0.5 1.5/1.0 2.0/1.35 2.3/1.8 2.65/2.3
Waveguide P velocity, km/s 1.8/1.1 3.0/2.0 4.0/2.7 4.5/3.1 5.0/3.25

For the rupture zone beneath fault step-over:
Waveguide S velocity, km/s 1.1 1.8/1.2 2.4/1.6 2.7/2.2
Waveguide P velocity, km/s 2.2 3.6/2.4 4.8/3.2 5.4/3.7

For the Christchurch/PHF rupture zone:
Waveguide S velocity, km/s 1.1 1.6/1.1 2.2/1.5 2.5/2.0
Waveguide P velocity, km/s 2.2 3.3/2.2 4.4/3.0 4.9/3.4
Waveguide Q-value 20 30 50 60 80
Wall-rock S velocity, km/sec 1.1 2.0 2.7 3.0 3.3
Wall-rock P velocity, km/sec 2.2 4.0 5.5 6.2 6.5
Wall-rock Q-value 50 80 100 150 200
In above examples of 3-D finite-difference simulations of FZTWs re-
corded at Array 1 using the best-fit model in Fig. 14 and parameters in
Table 2, we permitted ~1–4 km variation in hypocentral distance of
the aftershocks used in modeling to allow for location errors in the
GEONET Catalog and the lateral heterogeneity along the fault zone.
However, in the forward modeling, the model parameters are interde-
pendent, so they are not uniquely determined. This problem has been
discussed in previous studies for the delineation of fault zone structure
using trappedwaves (e.g., Ben-Zion, 1998; Igel et al., 2002; Li and Leary,
1990; Li and Vidale, 1996). When we have independent estimates of
some parameters as modeling constraints, such as group velocities
and Q-values estimated from the dispersion and attenuation of trapped
waves, and results from other techniques, such as seismic tomography
and fault-zone drilling in the region of investigation, for example at
the San Andreas Fault in California (Hickman et al., 2007), and the
Deep Fault Drilling Project on New Zealand's Alpine Fault (Sutherland
et al., 2012), this allows trade-offs among the model parameters to be
reduced.

5. Discussion

Highly damaged rocks along the GF and PHF caused by the 2010–
2011 Canterbury earthquake sequence (CES) produce a significant
low-velocity waveguide to trap seismic waves generated by aftershocks
as the sources occurred within or close to the waveguide (Figs. 3 to 11).
Since FZTWs arise from constructive interference of reflected waves
from the boundaries between the low-velocity fault zone and high-
velocity surrounding rocks, the amplitude and dispersion feature of
FZTWs are sensitive to the geometry and physical properties of the
fault zone. The measured post-S durations of FZTWs in this study
show that the longer durations corresponding to the longer travel-
distances of FZTWs (Fig. 12), indicating an effective low-velocity wave-
guide formed by severely damaged rocks along the GF and PHF faults
that ruptured in the CES. The waveguide is not uniform but varies in
its geometry and velocity reduction from one fault to another.

Based on locations of aftershocks showing significant FZTWs
(Fig. 13), we interpret that the Darfield rupture zone (represented by
a distinct low-velocity waveguide) extends an additional ~5–8 km east-
ward and westward as blind segments along aftershock lineaments be-
yond the 30-km long mapped GF surface rupture trace (e.g. Quigley

image of Fig.�14


Fig. 15. (a) Three-component 3-D finite-different synthetic waveforms (red lines) compared with seismograms (blue lines) recorded at Array 1 for an aftershock (its location shown in
Fig. 13) occurring within the central GF rupture segment at 5-km depth and ~10-km east of Array1. Synthetic seismograms are computed using the model in Fig. 14. Seismograms
have been N8 Hz filtered. Fault-zone trapped waves (FZTWs) with large amplitudes and ~3-s post-S duration (denoted by red circles in seismogram and horizontal red bars on the x-
axis) appear at stations within the 250-m-wide rupture zone with its ~100-m-wide fault core zone (denoted by vertical yellow and red bars) at Array 1. (b) Vertical- and parallel-
component 3-D finite-different synthetic waveforms (red lines) compared with seismograms (black lines) recorded at Array 1 for an aftershock (its location shown in Fig. 13) occurring
at 8.8-kmdepth and ~20-kmeast of Array 1within the easternmost extension of theGF rupture beneath the surficial fault step-over between theGF and PHF. Prominent FZTWs show large
amplitudes and ~5.5-s post-S duration (denoted by red circles in seismogram and long horizontal red bars on the x-axis), with an early phase with ~4-s post-S duration denoted by pink
circles in seismogram and short horizontal pink bars in the x-axis in the entire wavetrains due to the heterogeneity of the waveguide in its geometry and trapping efficiency beneath the
fault step-over. (c) 3-D finite-difference synthetic vertical-componentwaveforms (red) fit seismograms (black) recorded at Array 1 for an aftershock (its location shown in Fig. 13)within
the PHF rupture zone at depth 7.6 km and ~45 kmwest of the array. FZTWs with large amplitude and ~8-s post-S duration (denoted by a red circle in seismograms and a long horizontal
red bar in x-axis) appear at stationswithin the 200–250-m-wide rupture zone along the GF.We note the early-phase FZTWswith ~4-s duration (denoted by a pink circle and a short hor-
izontal pink bar) in all the wavetrains.
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et al., 2010). The low-velocity waveguide along the Christchurch rup-
ture zone extends ~15–20-km along the blind central PHF and further
westward along aftershock lineaments (Bannister et al., 2011;
Syracuse et al., 2013) approaching the east extension of the GF rupture
segment beneath the surficial step-over between the GF and the PHF.
The rupture length along the PHF viewed with FZTWs is longer than
the Christchurch fault plane used in the slip distribution model for in-
version of teleseismic, field mapping, SAR and InSAR data (Beavan
et al., 2011; Elliott et al., 2012; Holden et al., 2011). It is because the
low-velocitywaveguide imaged by FZTWs includes thepresence of frac-
ture zones beneath the fault step-over, which sufficiently ‘connects’ the
GF and the PHF rupture segments to enable the propagation of FZTWs
through it.

Combined with previous rupture models for slip distributions in the
CES (Barnhart et al., 2011; Beavan et al., 2011; Elliott et al., 2012;
Quigley et al., 2012), we constructed a plausible model of subsurface
rupture zones associated with the Darfield–Christchurch earthquakes
(Fig. 14). Velocities of basement rocks in our model are constrained by
the existing regional velocity models in Canterbury Plains (e.g.
Eberhart-Phillips and Bannister, 2002; Kaiser et al., 2012; Smith et al.,
1995). Our finite-difference simulations of FZTWs generated by after-
shocks at different depths and epicentral distances within the
Darfield/GF and Christchurch/PHF rupture zones (examples in Fig. 15)
using this model show a 200–250-m wide distinct waveguide along
the main rupture zones on the GF and PHF extending down to the
depth of ~8–10 km or deeper, consistent with hypocentral depths and
geodetic fault models (Elliot et al., 2011; Beavan et al., 2010, 2012),
withinwhich velocities are reduced by 35–55% fromwall rock velocities
with themaximumvelocity reduction in the ~100-m-widedamage core
zone at shallow depth. The width of the GF core damage zone is consis-
tent with the width of the surface deformation zone consisting of dis-
crete fracturing and distributed folding (Quigley et al., 2012; Van
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Dissen et al., 2011). The damage magnitude becomes smaller with
depth, consistent with the slip distribution models of the Darfield and
Christchurch earthquakes (Elliott et al., 2012; Holden et al., 2011). Our
observations and 3-D finite-difference simulations of FZTWs recorded
atArray 1 across theGF indicate an effective low-velocitywaveguide ex-
tending ~65 km (between longitudes 172.0° and 172.8°) along the
Greendale fault and Port Hills fault under the Canterbury Plains while
the waveguide varies in its velocity and geometry along multiple rup-
ture segments viewed by FZTWs.

We note that a ~10–15-km-long surficial slip gap between the GF
and PHF is shown in the InSAR data (Beavan et al., 2011; Elliott et al.,
2012). However, our modeling of FZTWs demands an effective low-
velocity waveguide along the GF and PHF rupture zones at seismogenic
depths although the portion of waveguide beneath the surficial fault
step-over shows less velocity reduction (~20–35%) and less trapping ef-
ficiency than those along the adjacent main ruptures, which eventually
distorts waveforms of FZTWs passing it.We interpret that rocks in ‘dila-
tational step-over’ area might have experienced moderate damage due
to induced slipping and strong shaking in the CES. This fractured zone
might be further developed by successive M ≥ 5 aftershocks occurring
there (Syracuse et al., 2013), and led smaller faults within the step-
over zone to grow via linkage.

The model shown in Fig. 14 with parameters in Table 2 represents a
gross average of the actual rupture zone structure of the 2010 M7.1
Darfield and 2011 M6.3 Christchurch earthquake sequence at
seismogenic depths. The actual structure in 3-D will certainly be more
complicated. Although our present model is composed of multiple
layers andmultiple segments, it still needsmore constraints on the var-
iations in damage magnitude and extent along the fault strike and with
depth due to rupture distributions and stress variations over multiple
length and time scales. A systematic numerical simulation procedure
with inversion technique (e.g. the full-3D waveform tomography) for
FZTWs using more aftershocks at various depths and epicentral dis-
tances will allow us to more accurately document subsurface damage
structure in Canterbury Plains in true 3-D. We can assume the damage
zones of these splay faults in the South Island's transpressional regime
were mostly healed due to the long intervals between ruptures. Thus
it provides an opportunity to characterize newly developed damage
along these faults and provide a base line to monitor damage zone
healing over time and relationship to earthquake hazards in the Canter-
bury region.

5.1. FZTW constraints on crustal structure between the GF and PHF

The PHF rupture zone viewed with FZTWs runs ~15 km along the
central blind PHF dipping to SSE and likely extends additional ~8 km
westward along the aftershock lineament into a right-stepping ‘dilata-
tional’ fault step-over zone, approaching the east extension of the GF
rupture segment at seismogenic depths. Accumulated moment release
was minimal in the fault step-over zone compared by those on the adja-
cent rupture segments during this earthquake sequence (Elliott et al.,
2012; USGS, http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/eqinthenews/
2010/us2010atbj/finite_fault.php). However, FZTW characteristics indi-
cate moderate structural ‘connectivity’ between the PHF and GF. We in-
terpret that the intervening ‘dilatational step-over’ area (“the gap”)
consists of damaged rocks that experienced induced slipping and strong
shaking in the M7.1 Darfield and M6.3 Christchurch earthquakes and
other CES earthquakes (e.g., 11 aftershocks with M ≥ 5), although the
structural connectivity between fractures is not as developed as within
the PHF and GF rock damage zones. Rock damage in the ‘gap’ area is
interpreted to have produced a waveguide portion with moderate low
velocities between themain rupture segments along the GF and PHF. Be-
causewe recorded FZTWs at Array 1 across the central GF for aftershocks
occurred along both the GF and PHF, we interpret the step-over zone to
facilitate the transfer of FZTW between these major faults via a ‘fracture
mesh’ of NW-oriented, SHmax sub-parallel crustal microcracks
(Syracuse et al., 2013), NNW-oriented sinistral ‘wrench faults’ (e.g.,
Bannister and Gledhill, 2012; Sibson et al., 2011), and E–W striking dex-
tral faults (Fig. 1). We interpret the E–W trending faults as smaller scale
analogs of the GF, and suggest that these structures may share a similar
Cretaceous history. The fractures in this area seem to be at an incipient
stage in their development, with no evidence for large scale fracture con-
nectivity that could facilitate a combined GF-PHF co-seismic rupture
through this area. However, we cannot state absolutely that separate
structures of sufficient connectivity and length to facilitate larger earth-
quakes (i.e., ~M6) do not exist in this area. A comparable example in
such a case is seen at the Kickapoo fault in the step-over between the
Johnson Valley fault and Homestead Valley fault, which ruptured in the
1992 M7.4 Landers earthquake in the Mojave Desert, California (Li
et al., 1994, 2000). Focal mechanisms on the westward projection of
the PHF suggest a steepening of fault dip to sub-vertical and a transition
to almost purely dextral strike–slip (Bannister et al., 2011; Syracuse et al.,
2013). Because both faults are likely to be steeply dipping as they ap-
proach the step-over zone, we estimate the likely distance between the
faults at seismogenic depth by measuring the distance between possible
positions of the GF and PHF subsurface extensions as revealed by in-
creased hypocentral and epicentral density compared to ‘off-fault’
areas. We derive a minimum distance of 3.5 km, a maximum distance
of 8.5 km, and a ‘preferred distance’ of 5.3 ± 1 km for this step-over
zone, as measured from the highest density of earthquakes with dextral
strike–slipmechanismswith a fault plane consistentwith the orientation
of the PHF andGFwhen entering the step-over zone. This distance is con-
sistent with the studies of Wesnousky (2006, 2008) who suggests that a
releasing step-over width of 3–4 km should be sufficient to terminate
most earthquake ruptures. With progressive earthquake cycling over
geological timescales and progressive westward migration of the fault
into the more rapidly deforming region of the Australia–Pacific Plate
boundary, it is possible that the GF–PHF connectivity may increase to a
state where combined GF–PHF ruptures are a possibility. Structurally
mature analogs of this system could include the Porter's Pass–Amberley
Fault Zone, which shows evidence for both segmented rupture behavior
in Mw 7.1–7.4 earthquakes and wall-to-wall rupture behavior through
segments in Mw7.5–7.7 earthquakes (Howard et al., 2005).

Whilewe have identified FZTWs in seismograms recorded at Array 1
for aftershocks occurring within the rupture zones along the GF and
PHF, we did not observe significant FZTWs in seismograms recorded
at Array 2 for these aftershocks. The Permian to Early Cretaceous
‘Torlesse’ greywacke basement terrain beneath the Canterbury Plains
and Port Hills is variably overlain by 1–2 km of Cretaceous to Neogene
sedimentary and volcanic rocks and 0–1 km of unconsolidated Quater-
nary sediments (Forsyth et al., 2008). The geodetically modeled ‘top’ of
the PHF rupture zone at approximately 50–0 m to 1-km depth below
surface (Beavan et al., 2012) is likely to terminate in or below the Mio-
cene volcanic rocks of the Banks Peninsula and/or post-Cretaceous sed-
imentary rocks. Conversely, the GF ruptured from basement rocks
through Quaternary gravels to the surface (Quigley et al., 2012). Both
the PHF and GF are likely to be reactivated Cretaceous rift faults, given
the presence of analogous structures visible in the rifted Chatham Rise
offshore. Thus the fault damage zone in the hypocentral and centroid
areas of these faults is likely to reflect reactivation of pre-existing crustal
anisotropy (Holt et al., 2013). However, the PHF rupture is likely over-
lain both by volcanic and sedimentary rocks with shallowly-dipping
layering (e.g., volcanic flow layers, sedimentary bedding) at a high
angle to the fault zone and seismic wave ray path that would have
disrupted and/or attenuated PHF guided waves in the region between
the top of the fault and the surface seismic array. Li and Vidale (1996)
have numerically shown the effect of the unbroken surface layer
whichmay distort and attenuate FZTWs. They illustrated that the closer
the low-velocity fault zone is to the surface, the more clearly fault-zone
trapped waves are recorded on the surface fault trace. Seismograms we
recorded at Array 1 across the GF surface rupture where the low-
velocity waveguide formed by severely damaged rocks at depths are

http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/eqinthenews/2010/us2010atbj/finite_fault.php)
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transmitted to the ground surface through ~750 m of Quaternary
gravels and demonstrate that thewaveguide trapping effect is not dissi-
pated by thick sedimentary deposits.

Our experiment also illuminates a potential approach to image the
sub-surface portion of a rupture zone using FZTWs recorded at seismic
arrays deployed along a surface rupture. This approach may be useful
for investigation of fault rupture zones in urban areaswhere the deploy-
ment of seismic arrays are difficult, instead we can record FZTWs along
seismic arrays deployed along sections of the same fault in rural areas
where access is oftentimes easier to obtain.
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